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Magnetic reconnection is one of basic nonetheless complicated plasma processes. It is

believed that fast global reconnection relates to the rapid energy and material release

from astronomical activities by reconnecting the surrounding magnetic fields. Most the-

oretical studies of magnetic reconnection assume a flat and extended current sheet in

the initial state. Although the starting configuration is simple, reconnection sponta-

neously generates turbulence in the whole sheet and produces a complicated system.

How the reconnection accelerates within the self-generated turbulence in a free system

is not sufficiently understood.

In a three-dimensional (3D) current sheet, multiple reconnection layers grow while

reconnection proceeds on each layer. In our previous study (Wang, 2018, PhD thesis),

we notice that the global reconnection rate increases when new reconnection layers ap-

pear near the current sheet edge. These layers are created by the interaction of initially

emerging reconnection layers near the sheet center. The interaction does not only accel-

erate the local reconnection on each layer, but also expands the energy spectrum to build

a turbulent state. As the interacting reconnection layers expand across the sheet and

link the regions with sufficient magnetic energy, this group of fast reconnecting layers

consume magnetic fields efficiently. In our present study (Wang and Yokoyama, 2019,

submitted), we execute simulation of reconnection in systems with different diffusivi-

ties or global guide fields (magnetic field that is perpendicular to the anti-symmetric

magnetic fields and the sheet-cross direction) to check the generality of our previous

result.

In all of our simulations, a large static current sheet is initially perturbed by a small

dose of random velocity field and free to develop afterwards. The boundary condition

is periodic along all directions for simplicity. The group of simulations with different

diffusivities has the global guide strength α = 0.1, which means 10% of the anti-parallel

magnetic fields. The group of simulation with different guide fields strengths has the

background diffusivity ηc2/(4π) = 3.2×10−4δ2/tA, where δ and tA are normalization fac-

tors of length and time. The dependence of global reconnection rate on the background

diffusivity and the global guide field is summarized in Fig.1.

The global reconnection rate is shown to be independent of diffusivity. Meanwhile, the

enhancement of reconnection rate compared to the classical Sweet-Parker reconnecion

model (dashed line) increases with decreasing diffusivity. This result implies that the

reconnection rate can be fast even in the environment with very low diffusivity, which

is expected to the case for many astronomical activities. In addition, creation of new

reconnection layers near the sheet edge is found in all three simulations with differ-

ent diffusivity. By a qualitative examination, they basically follow the same scenario

summarized from our previous study.



The global reconnection rate is shown to be clearly dependent on the global guide field

strength. The reconnection rate decreases with weaker global guide field. Moreover, the

creation of new reconnection layer near the sheet edge is only found in the simulation

with α = 0.1. The global reconnection rate of the simulation with α = 0.01 is slower

than its classical Sweet-Parker type reconnection counterpart. In this simulation, the

reconnection layer is confined only at the sheet center. Unlike its classical counter part,

which also has only one reconnection layer at the sheet center, the centeral reconnection

layer is perturbed and suppressed by the energy modes that propagate along the global

guide field direction. The global reconnection rate of the simulation with α = 0.05

is roughly as fast as its classical counterpart. Although multiple reconnection layers

emerge in this simulation, it seems that the reconnection layers near the center grow

strong faster than that in α = 0.1 cases. One reconnection layer emerges near the sheet

edge but is overwhelmed by the reconnection layers near the sheet center. Thus the

system barely follows our fast reconnection scenario that the global reconnection rate is

not considerably enhanced. Unlike the other cases, the simulation with α = 0.2 obtains

fast reconnection even though no new reconnection layer is created near the edge. This

is because the initial emerging reconnection layers in this case are already close to the

sheet edge. They grow independently in the initial phase and carry anti-parallel magnetic

fields to the sheet center from either side. Gradually, new reconnection layer emerges

at the center. As a whole, these layers span across the sheet and accelerate the global

reconntion. As a result, a reversal of the reconnection layer generation compared to our

previous scenario is obtained.

In summary, we have confirmed that our fast reconnection scenario has the potential

to be applied to a more generalized system.
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図 1: Reconnection rate dependence on the background diffusivity (left) and the global

guide field (right). The thick line is the reconnection rate of the correspondent simula-

tion. The dashed line is the estimated reconnection rate of the classical Sweet-Parker

reconnection model in the correspondent system. Circles and crosses represent that

whether new reconnection layers are produced near the sheet edge.


